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Abstract
Different internal frost damage mechanisms are described briefly. For each mecha-
nism, some of the most relevant applications and consequences are described, together
with a discussion of research required for acquiring a deeper knowledge of the mecha-
nism, and its relevance for concrete destruction. The importance of understanding mo-
isture uptake and moisture redistribution processes for clarifying the frost resistance
problem is emphasized.
Keywords: Concrete, frost resistance, moisture, durability, service life

1 Introduction. Internal frost attack versus surface scaling

There are tïvo main types of frost attack; (i) internal frost attack caused by freezing of
moisture inside the material; (ii) surface scaling, normally caused by freezing of weak
salt solutions at the surface. Probably, the two types of attack depend on the same
basic mechanism, namely that too much moisture is present in the material, either in its
interior, or at the surface. The salt-frost attack is, however, normally treated as a sepa-
rate problem, because it only occurs during unsealed freezing where the concrete stays
in contact with a salt solution. Therefore, it is to a very high degree coupled to the
manner by which freezelthaw is performed. Internal frost attack, on the other hand,
can take place also when there is no moisture exchange, or moisture contact, between
the material and its surroundings. In this paper, only internal frost attack is considered.

2 Destructionmechanisms

2.1 Introduction
In the following, an isolated representative unit cell of the concrete -or cement paste- is
considered. By "representative unit cell" is meant a material volume that is big
enough to be representative of the material in bulk, but not much bigger than that; i.e.
it shall be big enough to contain the same porosity and the same pore-size distribution
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as the material in bulk. For cement paste, this means a volume that might be 500 mm3
(sphere with radius about 5 mm). For a coarse aggregate particle with its surrounding
mortar, "belonging" to the particle, it might be 50 000 mm3 (sphere with radius about
25 mm). This means that moisture movements to, or from, an adjacent unit cell is not
considered. Besides, the cell is so small that the effect of moisture gradients can be
neglected.

The three mechanisms, that are briefly described below, might very well be active si-
multaneously within the same concrete. So for example, porous saturated coarse ag-
gregate particles, or porous interface zones, might freeze as "closed containers", while
the cement paste within the same concrete might, when it freezes, cause both hydraulic
pressure and ice-lens growth. Thus, the effect of freezing on the behaviour of the con-
crete is the sum of of more than one destruction type.

2.2 The closed container

2.2.1 Theory

The simplest material model is the "closed container" according to which the concrete
(or rather, the cement paste) is supposed to be built up by "unit cells" consisting of
hole-spheres with impermeable walls and with the external radius R, and the internal
radius r. All evaporable water (freezable and non-freezable) is supposed to be located
to the centrical hole. When water freezes, a pressure p [Pa] is built up in the icelwater

phase. The magnitude of the pressure depends on the freezing temperature, 0¡ ["CJ:

p = -1o6.or (1)

This pressure is transferred to the wall where tensile stresses appear. The magnitude
of these depends on the degree of saturation of the container.

( a) Completely s aturated container :
If no consideration is taken to the compressibility and ductility of the three phases

solid wall, ice, non-freezable water, the following average tensile stress o [Pa] is built
up in the solid wall, provided the wall is completely plasticized:

o = -106.0 çnr2lng.2-¡2¡ = -196.9 rya3 4t-yu3) Q)

where 0¡ is the temperature of the unit cell, and P is the porosity [m3/m3]. t et us as -

sume that the temperature 0¡ is -10'C and the tensile strength of the wall is 8 MPa,

which is a high value for cement paste. Then, the maximum allowable porosity is only
2Vo if the container shall not burst. This calculntion shows, that it is not possiblefor a
concrete to survive freezing when it is completely saturated.

(b ) Unsaturated container:
The volume expansion of water is about 97o when it is transformed into ice.

Consequently, no tensile stresses will occur when the effective degreee of saturation St

is below a critical value, that is:

Sr,". = w{w¡{.09'w¡) = 0917 (3)
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where w¡ is the amount of freezable water ¡m3/m3¡. The total degree of saturation S

is defined:

S = weÆ (4)

where w" is the total evaporable water [m3lm3]. Let us assume that the fraction of

non-freezable water, wn¡ ât the temperature 0 is k9 ft6=wn1w"=(w"-w¡Yw"-1-wf^vJ.
Then, the critical total degree of saturation is:

s., = s¡c1{ 1-ko(1-st"r)}=0.917l{ 1-h'0.083} (5)

If 50Vo lf the evaporable water is unfreezable, the maximum allowable degree of sa-
turation is 0.957, etc.

Equations (3) and (5) can be used for a calculation of the minimum amount of air-fil-
led space required for frost resistance. Let us assume that the total evaporable water in
a cement paste is 300 l/m3 and the non-freezable water is 100 l/m3. Then, the mini-
mum allowable amount of air-filled pore volume is 18 Vm3 or about2%o.

Note: The closed container model is a special case of the hydraulic pressure model
described below. The only difference is that water in the closed container model has to
freeze in-situ, because the pore walls are supposed to be impermeable.

2.2.2 Applications and consequences

The closed container model might be used for the following cases:
l. Porous coarse aggregate grains. The freezable water must be contained inside the

grain. Therefore, this must have an effective degree of saturation below 0.917. If
the grains are small, or if the porosity of the grains is very low, they can be allowed
to be completely saturated. In such cases, the tensile stresses in the cement paste,
imposed by the aggregate grains that freeze, are too small to cause damage. The
criterions for maximum aggregate size and porosity are theoretically treated in [1].

2. Freezing of water in porous interfaces between aggregate and cement paste. The
total volume of such porous interfaces might be rather high. A calculation perfor-
med in [2], based on direct observations of the size of the interface zone, indicates

that the total volume might be as high as 4 litres/m3 if only the coarse aggregate is

considered, but as much as 45 litres/m3 if all aggregate is considered. This means
that considerable pressure can be exerted on the cement paste. Probably the pres-
sure will be sufficiently high to severely harm the concrete in cases where the air
content is low. The best way to avoid damage is to dry the concrete once. Then,
water will leave the interface zones irreversibly, so that in the future, the degree of
saturation of the interfaces will always be below 0917.

3. High performance concrete with extremely low water/cement ratio. Such concrete
might be so dense that water cannot flow from sites where it freezes to air-filled
spaces. Thus, the water expansion atfreezing must be taken care of locally. This
means, that the effective degree of saturation of the cement paste, air pores
excluded, must be below 0.917.

4. Freezing of the green concrete. In this case, the tensile strength of the cement paste
is so low, that water expansion due to freezing must be taken care of locally; air-
entrained pores have no function at this stage. Therefore, a self-desiccation by
hydration, corresponding to at least 9 7o of the freezable water volume, must take
place before the concrete can be allowed to freeze. The positive effect of self
desiccation was shown for the first time by Powers [3], and has been further inve-
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stigated in [4]. In [4], it was shown theoretically, that the required self-desiccation

corresponds to a degree of hydration cr."O of:

qrq = 0. 5'w/c (6)

This value corresponds well with experiments, [5].
5. Freezing of water in deep cracl<s. The expansion can normally be taken care of by

air-pores in the cement paste. If the cracks are too wide, and the air content is too
low, freezing will occur as in a closed container. Thus, it will be difficult to avoid
damage since the cracks will probably be saturated during moist conditions.

6. Freezing of water absorbed ín air-pores. Under certain circumstances, air-pores can
become water-filled before, or.during, freezelthaw. The absorption mechanism can
be a dissolution-of-air and replacement-by-water process of the type described in
[6]. This process will, however, be very slow when the pores are big, and, therefo-
re, complete water-filling of numerous air-pores is unlikely unless the concrete is
stored in water for a very long period. Another, and more rapid pore-filling mecha-
nism, is pure capillary suction due to a collapse of the air-pore system before the
concrete was set. By "collapse" is meant that the air pore system of the fresh conc-
rete is unstable causing continuous channels linking the individual air-pores to the
outside water source. When water in air-pores freezes, there will normally be no
place for the expelled water. Therefore, freezing of each individual "air-pore" will
iake place more or less as in a closed container, that is completely saturated. This
is a dangerous situation since air-entrainment of this inferior type will worsen, the
situation. High performance concretes ought to be especially vulnerable, due to
their low permeability.

2.2.3 Needed research

The closed container model ought to be studied by systematic investigations of the dif-
ferent cases described in 2.2.2. The tests are not simple, because one has to make one
variation at a time. The following example indicates the difficulties; if one wants to
investigate the application of the model to coarse aggregate, one must be able to vary
the degree of saturation of the aggregate without changing the degree of saturation of
the cement mortar. Similarly, if one wants to test the model on high performance con-
crete by determining the critical effective degree of saturation, one has to know the
freezable water inside the cement paste and to be able to distinguish freezable water in
the cement paste from freezable water in air-pores, cracks, interfaces etc. If one wants
to investiga-te the effect of freezable water in interfaces, one has to know that the water
content in the other phases -aggregate and cement paste- is the same in all tests.

2.:3 The hydraulic pressure

2.3.1 Theory

The closed container model predicts low required air contents when concrete as a
whole is seen as a container. The real air requirement is considerably higher. One
plausible reason is that excess water caused by freezing has to flow from saturated
ãreas to air-filled spaces. This water flow creates a hydraulic pressure,Í71, which in
turn produces tensile stresses in the material. A simple model is shown in Fig 1. A
piece of the saturated cement paste is freezing. The pressure is at maximum at point C
at the centre of the piece. The hydraulic pressure p [Pa] inside the material sector con-
sidered is; [8]:
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X
p = (0.09/K).(dw¡/d0)/(de/ü) J ¡u1*¡lu1*¡¡.0* Q)

o

where K is the effective permeability [m2l(Pa.s)], dwy'dO is the change in freezable

water at a change in temperature [m3/(m3.degree)], de/dt is the rate of temperature lo-
wering (the freeezing rate) [degree/s], v(x) is the volume of the sector considered
between x=x and x=X, where X is the distance from the surface of the piece to point C,
a(x) is the cross section of flow at x=x.

The material fractures when the hydraulic pressure p equals the tensile strength of
the material, f, [Pal. This means that there will be a maximum allowable distance X,
or a maximum allowable sirr2.X.

w

Fig 1: A piece of a saturated material. Moisture flow caused by freezing.

The maximum size depends on the geometry of the piece. Two geometries are con-
sidered in more detail, and one geometry in more principally.

(a) The critical thickness: For a slice of thickness D, the critical thickness D", [ml is

[a(x)=¿; v(x)- a(D"./2-x)]:

Dcr = {8.K.ft / [0.09.(dwf/dey(de/dÐ]Irt2 (8)

(b) The critical waII thiclçtess, or the critical spacing factor: For a hole-sphere with a
wall thickness L, an impermeable outer periphery and a centrical hole with the specific

area cr, (u=3h where r is the radius of the hole), the critical shell thickness L", is obtai-

ned by; [a(x)= =4.ru.(r+x); v(x)=(4/3).r.{(r+L)3-(r+x)3]:

Lo2'{(L"r'o")19+rl2l = ft'trv[0.09'(dw1de)(de/dÐ] (9)

L., is the critical spacing factor, derived originally by Powers [7]. L", is half the

maximum distance water has to be transported from a place where it freeezes in the ce-
ment paste to the nearest air void; see Fig 2(b).

(c) The criticalflow distance
A real material is neither composed of slices, as in (a), nor of hole-spheres, as in (b).

It consists of a water saturated matrix enclosing a complicated array of more or less
spherical air-filled pores. For each material, there will be numerous flow paths for ex-
pelled water; Fig 2(a). Each flow path will give rise to a hydraulic pressure.
Theoretically, there will be a certain distance L'causing the biggest pressure, thus de-
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termining if the material shall be frost resistant or not. This distance is a measure of
the biggest distance water can flow from a point where freezing occurs to the periphery
of the nearsest air-filled pore. When L' transgresses a critical value L'o fracture oc-

curs. This value L'", cannot be calculated theoretically due to the big geometrical

complexity of the matrix and air-pore system. It must be determined experimentally
from the critical degree of saturation; see below. For the simple geometry in Fig 2(b),
L'", is equal to the critical wall thickness L". defined by eq (9). Then all air-filled

pores are supposed to be of equal size (specific area cr) and placed in a cubic anay.
L., is, as mentioned above, the critical Powers spacing factor.

arr-pore
cement paste

(b)

Fig2: (a) The real material; the "flow distance", L'. (b) The Powers model, [7]

2.3.2 Applications and consequences

As mentioned above, the hydraulic pressure model is a special case of the closed con-
tainer model. The difference is that the container walls are supposed to be permeable
in the hydraulic pressure model. This model is probably applicable to most concretes,
and especially to concretes with high water/cement ratio, where the amount of non-
freezable water is low. According to the model, the concrete shall stop to expand

when the temperature lowering, dO/dt, is zero, because then no more excess water is
then generated. Such a behaviour has also been observed; see Fig 3(a), [9]. When the
temperature is kept constant at about -8oC, the cement paste stops to expand. When
cooling is resumed, expansion starts again. According to the theory, the specimen
should even contract a bit when temperature lowering is stopped, since the hydraulic
pressure ceases. It is reasonable to assume, however, that so much ice has been for-
med before cooling is stopped, that contraction is physically hindered, since the ice
keeps the specimen in an expanded condition.

The hydraulic pressure model leads to the existence of a critical degree of saturation
of the cement paste, or a critical content of air-filled pores. The critical degree of satu-
ration is reached when half the distance between pores that are still air-filled equals the
critical flow distance. Thus, in order to calculate the critical degree of saturation one
must know how water is distributed in the air-pore system.

For the general model in Fig 2(a) the following relation between the air content of
the cement paste, a ¡m3/m31, the specific area of the air-pores, cf,, [mzlm3=m-11, and

(a) o
oo

Lo
o

o

o
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the flow distance L' [m], can be used; [10]. (Note: only the cement paste is considered.

Therefore, the values a, o and L'in the equation are valid for the cement paste phase):

a{1+L'.4+Z-L'2.a.[u],/[u]r+1.33.L'3.cr.[u]o/[u]z] = C (10)

where [u]¡ is the i:th statistical moment of the size distribution of air-filled pores. C
is a constant determining the volume fraction of the matrix within which all points
have a distance shorter than L'to the nearest air-pore. Thus, C describes the "protec-
ted volume fraction" of the paste. C=l for the probability 637o (it can be proven, [10],
that L'corresponds to the so called Philleo spacing factor, [11], when C=1). C=2.3
for the probability 907o. Thus, the value of C increases rapidly with increasing protec-
ted volume fraction.

(a) (b)

Temperature

l-ength

0

0 1020304050607080
Time, min

0 100 200 300 400
Time, min
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!)Eo
E4g-B
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- \o -16Èo
bOrF "400:bo
rj E 2oo

Ê¿õ o
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O
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Fig 3: Length-temperature-time curves atfreezing of cement paste; [9]
(a) w/c-ratio 0,60. (b) w/c-ratio 0.45.

For the model in Fig 2(b) the following relation between a, ct and L is valid; [7].
(Like eq (10,) only the cement paste phase is considered in the equation):

I-(3/a){ t.+(tla)rt3 -tl (11a)

or:

a=v{0.364.(L.o/3+l)3} (11b)

Increase of the water content of the cement paste leads to a decrease of the air con-
tent. Besides, the specific area of the air-pore system is changed. It is reasonable to as-
sume that the smallest air-pores are water-filled at first; [6]. Therefore, a gradual water

absorption leads to areduction of cr. Consequently, according to eq (10) or (11), the
flow distance, or the Powers spacing factor, increases. At a certain water-filling, cor-
responding to the critical degiee of saturation, or the critical air content, the critical
flow distañceL'"r, or the critical Powers spacing factor L". is reached. Theoretically,

the critical degree of saturation can be calculated if the size distribution of coarse

pores, or, in other words, air-pores, (radius >1 pm) is known. A hypothetical example

is shown in Fig 4. The smallest pore-class is 40 pm and the biggest 480 pm. The total
volume of all coarse pores is7Vo. The total porosity is357o (including coarse pores).
The critical Powers spacing factor L., is 0.6 mm. The water absorption is supposed to

Cooling
stopped

Cooling
resumed
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start with the smallest pores. The result of the calculation is shown in Fig 4(b). The

critical distance is reached when all pores smaller than 140 pm are water-filled. This
corresponds to a residual air content of 57o, which is the critical air content, and a resi-

dual specific area of 14 000 m-1. The critical degree of saturation is;
S". = (0.35-0.05)/0.35= 0.86.

In the normal case, the critical degree of saturation of a cement paste is considerably
lower than 0.917 which was valid for the closed container model. The reason for this
is that expelled water is not taken care of locally, where freezing occurs, but on a cer-
tain distance from the freezing site. The degree of saturation will, therefore, be a func-
tion not only of the critical distance, but also of the size and shape of the recipient
pores (the air-pores).

(a) (b)

Volume of pores with radius r 1m3/m3¡
cft

20000

18000

r6000

Lr
5

ogû

o.oto

o¡o

3

2
o

12000

10000

8000

6000

4000

2000

0

a n 4

Air-pore radius, pm

200 300 400 500

Air-pore radius, pm

Fig 4: Example of a calculation of the critical air content and the critical degree of sa-
turation. (a) Assumed air-pore size distribution. (b) Effect of a gradual water
absorption on the air content, the specific area of air-filled pores, and the
Powers spacing factor.

2.3.3 Needed research

The hydraulic pressure model ought to be studied by tests where the ice formation, the
specimen dilation and the permeability are studied at the same time, using many diffe-
rent temperature curves for freezing and thawing. A combination of dilatometry and
calorimetry was suggested by Verbeck and Klieger U2). It was applied by the author
in [3]. An example is shown in Fig 5. The material is a cement paste with a high de-
gree of saturation.

0

0

140(n

0,06

0,60

0,o4

0,03

0,02
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From the ice formation curve, the parameter (dw1d0y(de/d0dwt/dt, which is the

freezing rate, can be evaluated. The expansion curve is a measure of the internal pres-
sure caused by ice formation. A comparison between the measured expansion curve
and a calculatêd expansion curve based on the hydraulic pressure model will, therefo-
re, tell whether thisis a reasonable destruction mechanism or not. The tests should be
made on sealed specimens, pre-conditioned to different moisture contents. In an unsea-

i"tåTJåri,:test 
due to water

ccur when the rate of ice for-
mation is at its lowest. One possible explanation is that ice already formed at higher
temperatures block the porelso that the parameter K in eq (8) or (9) is reduced. The
net èffect might be thatthe biggest pressure occurs at the lowest temperature_ despite
the fact that the rate of ice formation then is the lowest . In order to verify the hydrau-
lic pressure model it is, therefore, necessary to estimate the effect of temperature on
permeability. This can be done theoretically or experimentally.

E,%o dw¡/dt [g/s] w¡ G)

1.5

0.s

5

0
0

JO -25 -?o {5 '{o -5 0 +5

Specimen temPerature, "C

Fig 5: Measurements of the dilation, the freezable water and the rate of freezing of a
cement paste with w/c-ratio 0,83; [13]. 5=0,90, Scr=0,86.

A simple theoretical calculation of the effect of ice formation on the hydraulic pres-
sure can^be made by assuming that all pores are straight parallell cylinders assembled
in a bunch with pore radii varying fromrn¡n to tma*,g where rn¡n is the smallest radius

of pores containing unfrozen water, that is "movable". f max,g is the biggest pore con-

taining unfrozen water. Before freezing, rr',u^ is the biggest of all pores in the material.

The hydraulic prsssure p [Pa] is:

p=k.L.(dw/dt) /Ð r¡a.n¡ 02)

where k is a constant including the viscosity of the flowing substance (the ice-water

-s
7.10

6.10-

-5
5.10

-s
10ô

5.10'

7 to'

l.tôs
o

o

* rel lerglh chonç

-'- amnl of ice formed

o mle o{ ice [o.molion
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mixture), L is the distance of flow, dw/dt is the total rate of flow [m3/s], r¡ is the radius

of the pore, and n¡ is the number of pores with radius r¡. n1=f(¡).dr [number/m31 where

f(r) is the frequency function of pore radii. The water flow can be replaced by the rate

of formation of excess water, dw/dt = 0.09.dw1dt = 0.09.(dw1de)/(d0/dt). Thus eq

(12) can be written:

e

p=k"L'(dwr/deY(de/dÐ ra.flr¡'dr (13)

r

rmax,' is a function of the freezing temperature; the lower the temperature, the smaller
the value of rrrr*,0. A purely theoretical equation for ..u*,q , assuming equilibrium

conditions (no local supercooling) is:

rmax,o = -o'vs/[^H'ln(TÆo)l+t (14)

Where o is the surface tension between air and water [N/m], v, is the molar volume

of water [m3/mole], ÂH is the molar heat of fusion (a function of temperature)
[Nm/mole], T is the freezing temperature [K] and To the normal freezing temperature

Í273 Kl. t is the thickness of the adsorbed layer [m].
rmax,' can also be obtained directly from the measurement of the amount of frozen

water, combined with a determination of the total pore size distribution.
Another important research task is to determine the critical distance experimentally.

This can be done by experimental determinations of the critical degree of saturation, in
combination with a determination of the size distribution of coarse pores (bigger than

about 1 p-). The method is the inverse of calculating the critical degree of saturation;
see Fig 4. Some determinations have been made on basis of freeze experiments and
pore size analyses, using image analysis of polished surfaces; [14]. Examples are
shown in Fig 6.

L.*
Os

nun

,mm

01s¿065

0.4

o,2

0,3

0.1

0

Slog content; 7o

Fig 6: Experimentally/theoretically determined critical Powers spacing factors for con-
crete made with different types of cement and with different air contents; I l4].

Meon currc

1y.
2./.

o(
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The materials tested were concretes made with cements of different type. The
water/cement ratio is 0.45, and different air contents were used. It is interesting to note
that the calculated Powers spacing factor is considerably higher than values normally
given in the literature. The reason is, that such values are based on measurements of
the spacing factor of the entire air-pore system; also pores that were water-filled during
the fieeze-test on basis of which the determination of the critical spacing factor was
made. There are many indications that the true critical Powers spacing factor for conc-
rete is closer to 0.35 mm than to O.25 rrrn, a value often maintained in the literature.

2.4 The microscopic ice lens growth mechanism

2.4.1 Theory

A cement paste will always contain both unfrozen water and ice; the lower the
water/cement ratio, the higher the fraction of unfrozen water. Differences in free ener-
gy between water and ice will draw water to ice that was formed in the coarser qapilla-
liês and to ice formed in air-pores by freezing of water, that was expelled during the
initial freezing phase. Consequently, the ice-bodies in filled capillaries will grow and
exert a pressuie on the pore walls. Thereby, the free energy of the ice increases. Ice in
air-pores, that are only partly filled, can
i.e. they grow in a stress-less condition.
pillaries and from gel pores. This will caus
lree energy of unfiozen water. Consequently, the energy differences between ice in
filted poiés and unfrozen water will finally disappear, whereby ice growth stops.
Before that happens, considerable damage might occur. So far, it has not been possib-
le to derive an èxpression for the stress in the material. Some estimates are made in
[15] showing that-the pressure can be very high in a concrete with free access to mo-
isture from outside.

Ice in partly filled air voids can grow without hinder from the pore walls. Therefore,
water transport to air-pore ice reduces the p
If the air pores are numerous, capillary ice
free energy of air-pore ice is much I
also the microscopic ice lens growth
stances between air-filled spaces; [9]. In c
not possible at present to dérive a theoretical expression for the critical distance. It has

to bè determined experimentally through a determination of thecritical degree of satu-

ration combined with a determination of the size distribution of the coarse pore struc-
ture (the "air-pores").

Examples õf measurements of length changes of cement paste.during freezing is
shown in fig 7; Í91. The Powers spaðing lactor was different in different specimens.
It is interesting to note the big contractions
cates that shrinkage due to the drying effe

er
le
on
ly,

filled capillaries.

2.4.2 Applications and consequences

Like the hydraulic pressure model, the ice lens growth model is probably applicable to
most concretes, anã especially to concret r with low water/cement ratio, in which the
amount of non-freezable water is high. According to the model, the concrete shall not
stop to expand when temperature lowering is zerõ, because stresses are not promoted
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by a high rate of temperature lowering, but by a long duration of low temperature. It
has also been observed, for cement paste with low w/c-ratio, that damage continues to
increase despite the temperature is kept constant; see Fig 3(b). When the temperature
is kept constant at about -22"C, the cement paste continues to expand. This behaviour
is contradictory to the behaviour shown in Fig 3(a) for the cement paste with the hig-
her water/cement ratio.

The ice lens growth model also leads to the existence of a critical degree of satura-
tion of the cement paste, or a critical content of air-filled pores. This is a consequence
of the fact that critical distances pobably exist.

Iængth
[,o: 2,5 mm +

0,6

-30 0 Temperature,oC

0,30

0,23

FigT:. I-ength-temperature curves for air-entrained cement pastes with different
spacing factor; [9].

2.4.3 Needed research

The ice lens segregation model could be studied by the same type of tests as was sug-
gested for the hydraulic pressure model; i.e. tests where ice formation, specimen dila-
tion and permeability are studied simultaneously, using many different temperature
curves for freezing and thawing. A combined dilatometer and calorimeter is the most
suitable instrument. By keeping the temperature constant for longer or shorter times
and noting the ice formation and the expansion (or contraction), the significance of the
destruction mechanism can be estimated. By knowledge of the elastic constants of the
material, the pressures exerted by the growing ice can be estimated.

The tests should be made on specimens conditioned to different moisture contents
and frozen in sealed condition. Ice lens growth can also occur when the specimen is
placed in contact with unfrozen water. This is, however, a much more complex (and
much more dangerous) situation, and it is not so well suited for mechanism studies. By
a gradual water uptake, the spacing factor will gradually decrease during the experi-
ment which makes the interpretation very difficult.
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3 Effect of external parameters on the critical moisture content

3.1 Effect of repeated freeze/thaw cycles
Repeated freezelthaw cycles will have a marginal effect on the value of the critical de-
gree of saturation. This has been shown experimentally in [16], [17], and [18]. On the
other hand, for water contents above the critical, there seems to be a fatigue effect.
The following relation seems to be valid; [9]:

ScS".: D=0 for all N (15a)

S>S"r: D=KN(S-S".)= K¡.ÂS (15b)

V/here D is damage expressed as loss in dynamic E-modulus, K* is a "coefficient of
fatigue". Experiments indicate that there exists a fatigue limit that is reached after a
rather small number of freezings; [9]:

KN=A.N/(B+N) (16)

Where the "fatigue limit" A is of the order 1 to 10, and B is about 4. This means that
very small additional damage occurs after about 20 freezelthaw cycles. For a typical
concrete with A=8 and Â5=0,05 the loss in E-modulus is 29Vo after 10 cycles,337o
after20 cycles, 39Vo after 100 cycles and4OVo after 1000 cycles.

The damage equation (15) can possibly be used for an estimation of the future deteri-
oration of frost damaged concrete; see [20].

3.2 Effect of the freezing rate
The freezing rate has small influence on the critical degree of saturation; l2Il. This
can be explained by the hydraulic pressure model. A doubling of the fueezing rate will
according to eq (9) decrease the critical Powers spacing factor by a factor of about 0.2.
This will not influence the critical degree of saturation so much. For the hypothetical
example in Fig 4, the critical spacing factor will be reduced from 0.60 mm to 0.48 mm.
This will increase the critical air content fromíVo to 6.17o and decrease the critical de-
gree of saturation from 0.86 to 0.83. The effect on the service life might, however, be
significant because it takes longer time to fill a concrete by water to a degree of satura-
tion 0.86 than to 0.83.

3.3 Conclusions. Needed research
The critical degree of saturation can be looked upon as a material constant that is not
so much influenced by external climatic conditions. This is important because it opens
the possibility of using the critical moisture content for service life predictions; [22]. -

There is however more experiments to be done in order to verify the results so far
obtained, and described above. One cannot exclude that prolonged freezing tempera-
tures increase the ice lens growth, which in turn might reduce the critical distance
more than what was calculated in paragraph 3.2 on basis of the hydraulic pressure me-
chanism. Consequently, the critical degree of saturation will be reduced more than cal-
culated above.
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4 Freezing involving moisture transfer over longer distances

4.I Introduction.
In sections 2 and 3, unit cells without moisture exchange with other unit cells were
considered. There are freezing conditions, however, where water is taken up by, or
transferred to, other unit cells, increasing their degree of saturation before they freeze,
or when they freeze. These cases must be treated separately. Probably, it is the same
basic mechanisms that determine the inner stresses in these cases as the mechanisms
described in section 2.

4.2 Moving ice front. Theory and needed research
Let us assume, that the interior of the material is not critically saturated when freezing
starts. Ice is at first formed in the surface layer (or surface unit cells) because freezing
temperature is reached there at first. Therefore, if the surface is supposed to be imper-
meable due to formation of ice, excess water will be forced into the unfrozen layer that
is closest to the frozen layer. As the ice front moves, more and more water is forced
inwards. At a certain instant, the critical degree of saturation is reached in the unfro-
zenlayer close to the ice front. Then, damage will occur, and possibly the frozen layer
will scale off.

One can calculate a "critical depth of unsaturation", D".,ur, which is the distance

from the ice front to the depth where there must be air space enough to take care of the
expelled water. It is a complicated task to calculate this value. It will also de_pend on
thé amount of expelled water. Therefore, D"r,u, will depend on the depth x from the

surface to the ice front. Application of Darcys law to the flow inwards give; cf. eq (8):

p=0.09.[(dw1d0y(d0/dt)]'dx' (xur-x)/K (17)

Where dx is the layer within which freezing occurs, x is the distance from the surface
to the ice front, and x* is the depth from the surface to the place where expelled water

can be accomodated. It has been assumed that the amount of freezable water is
constant for all layers dx, which cannot be the real case since expelled water is taken
up in each layer from previous freezings of outer layers. Thus, the freezable water inc-
réases with increasing depth x. It has also been assumed, that the pressure gradient is
linear from the ice front to the depth of unsaturation. This is a simplification since the
water content varies in this zone' Fracture occurs when P=ft which is the tensile

strength. Introducing eq (8) gives:

(x*-*)cr = D".,ur= (ocr2lg).(t/dx) (18)

This equation is not easy to apply. Warris [23] suggested, on basis of an analysis-of
the heat 6alance equation for the surface, that the parameter l/dx could be replaced by

the surface/volume ratio, S/V ¡m-l1 for the specimen.

D".,u, = @cr2l8).(S/V) (19)

This equation can only be applied when the moisture profile is known. This will
change duiing the freezing process. Scaling will be avoided when the criterion (18) is
fulfilled over the entire frozen part of the specimen.

It is doubtful whether the mõving ice front mechanism, as described above, is valid
for concrete. There is always unfieezable water, that makes it possible for expelled
water to flow outwards. It seems clear, however, by experiments on brick, 1241, that
the mechanism can be valid for dense materials with low amount of freezable water.
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It should be interesting to study the suggested mechanism by letting long specimens
conditioned to different initial moisture contents freeze unidirectionally, and measure
the damage occurring at different distance from the cold surface.

4.3 Frost heave. Theory and needed research
'When unfrozen parts of a concrete has almost unlimited access to free water, a destruc-
tion mechanism of the the same type as frost heave in roads might occur. The prerequi-
sites are; [4]:

1: A zero-degree isotherm, separating a frozen surface part from an unfrozen interior
part, lies still for a long time. This means that there must be a lasting heat balance .

between heat leaving the ice front and heat arriving at this. Heat arriving is caused
by flow of water to the ice front from the interior of the concrete, or from an outer
water source. Heat is brought both by convection and by freezing. The driving me-
chanism for water transport is the differences in free energy between ice and water
that are described in paragraphz.4.l.

2:The permeability must be so high, that the moisture flow, required for an immobile
ice front, can be fulfilled.

3: The tensile strength of the concrete must be so low, that a macroscopic ice lens is
able grow at the ice front

4: The concrete must have access to large amounts of unfrozen water

One cannot exclude, that this destruction mechanism is valid for some types of
concrete with low quality, such as concrete dams or reservoir walls, foundationifoun-
ded below the ground water level, etc. It is quite clear, that the mechanism occurs in
green concrete that freezes before the concrete is set; [4], [5].

The mechanism ought to be studied by experiments on concrete specimens simula-
ting real cases, such as a dam wall exposed to frost at one face and to free water at the
other. Different concrete qualities should be tested.

5 Moisture mechanics and frost damage

5.1 Introduction
Damage of a unit cell will only occur when the water content in the cell exceeds the
critical moisture content. Only a lew fteezelthaw cycles are needed in order to more or
less completely destroy the cell when this is more than critically saturated.
Macroscopic frost damage will occur when many unit cells are destroyed simultane-
ously. The frost resistance problem is, thereþre, to a great extent a moisture mecha-
nics problem, and it can only be solved when the relevant water uptake processes are
understood.

There are many possibilities for water absorption causing frost damage:

1: Moisture is taken up before the concrete is exposed to freezing. This can occur due
to isothermal water uptake, or due to water uptake during natural variations of the
outer climate.

2: Moisture is taken up from outside during the freezelthaw process. This might hap-
pen in nature, but is more significant during traditional unsealed freezelthaw tests.

3: Moisture is redistributed internally during the freeze/thaw process. This might
occur during natural fueezing, but more often duringfreezelthaw tests.

All these cases must be considered. So for example, by slight changes in the pre-tre-
atment before freezing, or in the freezelthaw process in a labtest, the water absorption
changes. This might cause very big differences in the test results. The same concrete
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might be judged both frost resistant and non-frost resistant depending on how the test
was performed. The critical moisture content is not changed by variations in the test
procedure, only the real moisture content. This is enough to change the test results.

It is a difficult task to predict moisture conditions that are high enough to cause frost
damage. This depends on the fact that frost damage almost always occur in, what can
be called, the "over-capillary range", where we have n calculation or measurement
methods, neither for moisture transport, nor for moisture fixation. One can define
three "moisture ranges" for a porous material:

1: The hygroscopic range (below about 987o RH). In this range, moisture fixation is
described by the sorption isotherms, and moisture transport is described by normal
diffusion equations containing transport coefficients, that can be easily determined
by many different test methods.

2: The capillary range (from about 987o RH to "capillary saturation"). Moisture fixa-
tion is described by "suction curves" describing the relation between capillary pres-
sure and moisture content. Moisture transport is described by the same type of equ-
ations as for the hygroscopic range. The transport coefficients can be evaluated
from a series of capillary absorption experiments; [25].

3: The over-capillary range (moisture content higher than that corresponding to "capil-
lary saturation"). Moisture transport in this range is governed by quite other me-
chanisms than the mechanisms acting in the other two ranges. There are no capilla-
ry suction gradients or vapour pressure gradients causing water transport. Water is
instead forced by differences in external pressure (e.g. "ice pressure" as in the hyd-
raulic pressure mechanism, or "ice suction" as in the ice lens growth mechanism),
or by dissolution and diffusion of entrapped air; [6]. The latter mechanism is de-
scribed in the next paragraph.

5.2 \{ater uptake before freeze/thaw
Concrete placed for a long time in water will absorb more water than that correspon-
ding to capillary saturation, S"up (S"uo is indicated as a nick-point on a water absorp-

tion square-root of time curve for a thin specimen). The most plausible mechanism is
a dissolution of air due to the over-pressure in enclosed air-bubbles contained in air-
pores. The smaller the bubble, the bigger the over-pressure, and the more rapid the
dissolution. Consequently, there will be a concentration gradient in dissolved air
between small bubbles and coarse. The smallest bubbles will therefore "disappeaf' at
first, and air from them migrates to coarser bubbles. From there, air migrates to
bubbles that are even bigger, and finally to the surface. Air, that is dissolved, is repla-
ced by water. It can be shown theoretically, that this inter-pore diffusion process cau-
ses an internal "suction" over a large portion of the concrete. Therefore, the water ab-
sorption process can be assumed to occur simultaneously across a rather big volume
adjacent to the water source. The process is described in detail in [6].

The most simple case is isothermal long-term water absorption, where the specimen
absorbs water unidirectionally, or when it is completely immersed. It can be shown,
both theoretically and experimentally, that the water absorption process can be descri-
bed by an equation of the following type:

S(t¡ = 5 +A.tB (20)
cap

Where S(t) is the total degree of saturation after a period t of water absorption, S"uo

is the capillary saturation (the nick-point in the absorption curve; see above), A is a co-
efficient determined mainly by the diffusivity of dissolved air through the saturated
matrix, B is a coefficient determined mainly by the size distribution of the air-bubbles;
B< 0,50.
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This expression can be used for calculating a sort of potential service life, which is
the time the concrete can be allowed to absorb water. The potential service life is:

t*, = {(S"rS"up)/A} 1Æ QD

The potential service life is of course not the same as the real service life in the real en-
vironment. It only giver en expression for the risk of frost damage in a "standard envi-
ronment" which is very moist.

5.3 Needed research
Since moisture transport processes are so vital for understanding the frost destruction
process, and for estimating the frost resistance, it is important that all kinds of moisture
uptake and moisture movements, before and during freezelthaw, are investigated. This
requires many types of experiments, most of which are very difficult to perform, since
it is moisture movements on the microscale that determines whether the concrete shall
be frost resistant or not.

For composite materials, composed of two or more frost sensitive phases, it is also
necessary to investigate the moisture conditions at interfaces, and moisture flow across
interfaces. Concrete is such a material, since it always contains both porous interface
zones between cement paste and aggregate, and in many cases also porous aggregate.
Surface treated concrete or repaired concrete are other composite materials where
water at the interface between the phases is to a great extent determining the frost resi-
stance of the composite. The same might be true for carbonated concrete.

In high performance concrete with very low water/cement ratio, self desiccation
could make the concrete frost resistant for a certain period; e.g the first years after pro-
duction. One cannot exclude, however, that this effect is only temporary; c.f. pa-
ragraph 2.2.2. Therefore, the effect of self desiccation on the long-term moisture con-
dition and the effect on the frost resistance ought to be studied.
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